We used a longitudinal twin design to examine the causal association between sexual, emotional, and physical abuse in childhood (before age 18) and borderline personality disorder (BPD) traits at age 24 using a discordant twin design and biometric modeling. Additionally, we examined the mediating and moderating effects of symptoms of childhood externalizing and internalizing disorders on the link between childhood abuse and BPD traits. Although childhood abuse, BPD traits, and internalizing and externalizing symptoms were all correlated, the discordant twin analyses and biometric modeling showed little to no evidence that was consistent with a causal effect of childhood abuse on BPD traits. Instead, our results indicate that the association between childhood abuse and BPD traits stems from common genetic influences that, in some cases, also overlap with internalizing and externalizing disorders. These findings are inconsistent with the widely held assumption that childhood abuse causes BPD, and they suggest that BPD traits in adulthood are better accounted for by heritable vulnerabilities to internalizing and externalizing disorders.
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a severe personality disorder characterized by a pattern of unstable interpersonal relationships, self-image, and affect, as well as impulsivity in a variety of contexts (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) . Although the prevalence of BPD in the general population is estimated to range from 1% to 5.9% (Grant et al., 2008; Torgersen, Kringlen, & Cramer, 2001) , approximately 10% of mental health outpatients and 20% of psychiatric inpatients have a BPD diagnosis (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) . Additionally, BPD is highly comorbid with both Axis I (Skodol et al., 2002) and Axis II disorders (Zanarini et al., 1998) , including major depressive disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, substance use disorders, and antisocial personality disorder (Skodol et al., 2002; Zanarini et al., 1998) . Finally, a large proportion of BPD patients engage in deliberate self-injury and parasuicidal behavior (Shearer, 1994) , and 1 in 10 of those with the diagnosis will commit suicide (Paris, 2002) . To reduce the burden of this disorder on individuals and society, it is necessary to explore the etiological origins of BPD.
Maladaptive childhood environments such as parental criticism (Cheavens et al., 2005; Crowell, Beauchaine, & Linehan, 2009; Linehan, 1993) , witnessing domestic violence (Zanarini, 2000) , emotional and physical neglect (Widom, Czaja, & Paris, 2009; Zanarini & Frankenburg, 1997) , and sexual, physical, or emotional abuse (Ball & Links, 2009; Beauchaine, Klein, Crowell, Derbidge, & Gatzke-Kopp, 2009; Bornovalova, Gratz, Delany-Brumsey, Paulson, & Lejuez, 2006; Carlson, Egeland, & Sroufe, 2009; Johnson, Cohen, Brown, Smailes, & Bernstein, 1999; Trull, 2001; Zanarini, 2000) have long been considered important etiologic factors in the development of BPD. Childhood abuse (CA)-defined as sexual, physical, or emotional abuse that occurred before the age of 18 (Dinwiddie et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 1999; Nelson et al., 2002; Silverman, Reinherz, & Giaconia, 1996) -has received perhaps the greatest attention in the BPD literature as a potential pathogenic factor. In cross-sectional studies using retrospective reports, 30% to 90% of BPD patients report childhood sexual, physical, or emotional abuse (Ball & Links, 2009; Bornovalova et al., 2006; Carlson et al., 2009; Golier et al., 2003; Laporte & Guttman, 1996; Zanarini, 2000) . This association has been documented in a variety of samples including psychiatric inpatients (Bradley, Jenei, & Westen, 2005) , psychiatric outpa-tients (Golier et al., 2003) , urban drug users (Bornovalova et al., 2006) , and community adolescents (Rogosch & Cicchetti, 2005) . Additionally, CA shows a dose-response relationship with BPD such that the more severe the abuse, the higher the level of BPD symptoms and overall severity of psychosocial impairment (Sansone, Songer, & Miller, 2005; Silk, Lee, Hill, & Lohr, 1995; Zanarini et al., 2002) .
The diathesis-stress model is an alternative to CA having a direct and causal effect on BPD. This model postulates that the temperamental traits of behavioral disinhibition or externalizing (EXT; impulsivity and inability to inhibit undesirable actions; Iacono, Malone, & McGue, 2008) and negative emotionality or internalizing (INT; predisposition to experience depression, anger, and anxiety; Watson & Clark, 1984) serve as preexisting vulnerabilities, while CA functions as an environmental risk factor Cheavens et al., 2005; Crowell et al., 2009; Linehan, 1993; Paris, 2002; Zanarini & Frankenburg, 1997) . The underlying INT and EXT vulnerabilities (diathesis) interacting with CA (environmental stressor) then produces BPD traits. Stated otherwise, in a diathesis-stress or interaction model, CA would contribute to BPD traits only in the context of high INT or EXT. Despite some indirect support (Arens, Grabe, Spitzer, & Barnow, 2011; Distel et al., 2011; Wagner, Baskaya, Lieb, Dahmen, & Tadic, 2009 , there are no direct tests of the diathesis-stress interaction model.
In both the direct causal and diathesis-stress models, CA is often assumed to have a causal effect on BPD. The association between CA and BPD, however, might be accounted for by common genetic or environmental risk factors (i.e., environmental factors that contribute to similarity among relatives). For instance, the CA-BPD association could be accounted for by parental genotypes contributing to both inherited (e.g., child's temperament traits) and environmental risk factors (e.g., chaotic home environment, abuse, exposure to domestic violence). Alternatively, it is possible that a child's inherited characteristics (e.g., disinhibited temperament) elicit reactions from others that then increase exposure to environmental risk factors (e.g., harsh punishment). Both of these scenarios are examples of gene-environment (G-E) correlations (passive and evocative, respectively), also termed genetic mediation. If genetic mediation accounts for the CA-BPD association, then INT and EXT are heritable characteristics that might account for the CA-BPD association. Twin studies have shown that INT, EXT, and CA are each influenced by both genetic and shared environment factors (Bergen, Gardner, & Kendler, 2007; Bornovalova, Hicks, Iacono, & McGue, 2010; Burt, Krueger, McGue, & Iacono, 2001 Burt, McGue, Krueger, & Iacono, 2005a; Gjone, Stevenson, Sundet, & Eilertsen, 1996; Hicks, Krueger, Iacono, McGue, & Patrick, 2004; Kendler, Prescott, Myers, & Neale, 2003; Schulz-Heik et al., 2010) with heritability being moderate to high for INT and EXT and modest for CA (Jaffee, Caspi, Moffitt, & Taylor, 2004; Lyons et al., 1993; SchulzHeik et al., 2010; Stein, Jang, Taylor, Vernon, & Livesley, 2002) . Research has also demonstrated that genetic mediation can account for the association between childhood EXT and maladaptive parenting practices and abuse (Burt et al., 2003; Burt et al., 2005a; Schulz-Heik et al., 2010) , and between adult violence and stress exposure with BPD (Distel et al., 2011) . A viable hypothesis then is that genetic mediation rather than a direct causal effect may account for the association between CA and BPD.
Disentangling Causal Effects and Genetic Mediation
Two methods for examining the genetic and environmental influences on the association between CA on BPD are discordant twin design and biometric modeling. Both methods compare the similarity of members of monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs. The logic of these designs is that twin similarity is due to additive genetic effects-which are shared completely by MZ twins but only 50% on average by DZ twins-and shared environmental effects (environmental effects that contribute to twin similarity) that are shared equally and completely by both MZ and DZ twins. Environmental exposures experienced by one twin but not the other are called nonshared environmental influences, and contribute to differences between twins. The discordant twin design involves a comparison of members of MZ and DZ twin pairs that differ on the experience of CA, the logic being if the effect of CA on BPD is causal, then members of both MZ and DZ twin pairs discordant for CA are expected to be significantly different on BPD traits. That is, the twin who experienced CA is expected to exhibit more BPD traits than the twin who did not experience CA. If common genetic influences account for the association between CA and BPD, however, MZ twin pairs discordant for CA should exhibit similar levels of BPD traits. For discordant DZ pairs, however, the twin who experienced CA should exhibit more BPD traits than the twin who did not experience CA, because DZ twin pairs provide only partial control for genetic influences. Alternatively, if common shared environment effects account for the association between CA and BPD, then for both MZ and DZ pairs, the twin who experienced CA would not exhibit more BPD traits because both types of twins are equally matched on shared environmental factors (McGue, Osler, & Christensen, 2010) .
Biometric modeling is a second method to examine the genetic and environmental influences on the association between CA and BPD. This method estimates the amount of overlapping genetic and environmental variance across CA and BPD traits. Evidence consistent with a causal effect of CA on BPD (i.e., an effect of CA on BPD even after controlling for common genetic and shared environmental risk factors) would be significant overlap between the nonshared environmental influences on CA and BPD (nonshared environmental correlation). In contrast, substantial overlap in the genetic influences on CA and BPD would be consistent with genetic mediation. Additionally, biometric modeling provides a method for examining potential genetic mediators such as INT and EXT (see Figure 1) . Specifically, if childhood INT and EXT vulnerabilities account for the genetic overlap between CA and BPD, then adjusting for INT or EXT should reduce the genetic overlap to nonsignificance.
Current Study
We employed a series of discordant twin and biometric models to evaluate the genetic and environmental influences underlying the link between CA, INT, and EXT in childhood (present before age 18) and BPD traits in adulthood (age 24). To do so, we used a large sample of twins (over 1,300 pairs) followed longitudinally from age 11 to 24. Consistent with previous research, we predicted a main effect of CA, INT, and EXT on BPD traits. In the light of recent evidence that INT and EXT may have an additive and/or interactive effect on BPD and BPD-like behaviors (deliberate self-injury, suicide) (Gratz et al., 2009; Sprague, Javdani, Sadeh, Newman, & Verona, 2011; Sprague & Verona, 2010) , we also examined the additive effect of INT and EXT (termed INT-EXT) on the CA-BPD relationship. Our hypotheses were:
1. If the link between CA and BPD is consistent with a causal model, then a) within discordant MZ twin pairs, the twin exposed to CA would have significantly higher BPD traits than the nonexposed twin, and b) there would be significant nonshared environmental overlap between CA and BPD.
2. If CA has a causal effect on BPD only in the context of high INT or EXT, the discordant twin models would reveal a significant discordance ϫ INT or discordance ϫ EXT interaction. This pattern of results would be consistent with a diathesis-stress model.
3. If common genetic influences account for the association between CA and BPD, then (a) MZ twins discordant for CA would not differ on BPD traits (but discordant DZ twins would), and (b) there would be significant genetic overlap between the two phenotypes. This pattern of results would be consistent with a genetic mediation model. 4. If the association between CA and BPD is consistent with a genetic mediation model and the genetic mediation is due to common genetic risk for INT and EXT, then the inclusion of INT, EXT, or the additive effect of INT and EXT in the biometric model should account for the genetic overlap.
Method Sample
Participants were same-sex twin pairs taking part in the ongoing, longitudinal Minnesota Twin Family Study (MTFS; Iacono, Carlson, Taylor, Elkins, & McGue, 1999) . Birth records and public databases were used to locate more than 90% of the families that included a twin birth in the state of Minnesota from 1972 to 1984. Eligible twins and their families (a) lived within a day's drive of Minneapolis with at least one biological parent, and (b) had no mental or physical handicap precluding participation. All protocols were approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board. Parents and children gave informed consent or assent as appropriate. Typical follow-up rates are extremely high, with typical retention rates ϳ90% (Elkins, McGue, & Iacono, 2007; Hicks, Durbin, Blonigen, Iacono, 2011; Klahr, Rueter, McGue, Iacono, & Burt, 2011) . A full description of the design of the MTFS has been provided elsewhere (Iacono et al., 1999) .
The MTFS intake sample includes an 11-year-old and a 17-yearold cohort of male and female twins. Intake and follow-up assessments are scheduled to coincide with major transitions in the lives of adolescents and young adults. The current study utilized data from the intake (age 11 for the younger cohort and age 17 for the older) and age 24 assessment data (both cohorts). INT and EXT were assessed at intake, and BPD traits were assessed at age 24.
The final sample included 756 twin pairs from the 11-year-old cohort and 626 twin pairs from the 17-year-old cohort. Of these 1,382 pairs, 896 were MZ (50.8% female) and 486 were DZ (54.5% female). Over 95% of the twins were Caucasian, reflecting the ethnic composition of Minnesota for the birth years sampled. The mean age of participants at the age-24 assessment was 24.92 years (SD ϭ .90 years). Because mean-level BPD traits decline throughout young adulthood (Bornovalova, Hicks, Iacono, & McGue, 2009) , BPD traits were centered at age 24.
Measures
Minnesota Borderline Personality Disorder scale (Bornovalova, Hicks, Patrick, Iacono, & McGue, 2011). The MBPD is a 19-item scale developed using items from the Multidimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQ) (Tellegen, 1982) , a wellvalidated omnibus measure of normal personality. In its development, the MBPD underwent a thorough validation procedure in five separate samples. Candidate items were identified in two samples-inner-city drug users and undergraduates-by examining correlations between all MPQ items and diagnostic and selfreport measures of BPD. Candidate items that were significantly correlated with BPD measures in both samples were retained for further analyses in a third sample of community young adults. When selecting items for the MBPD a special emphasis was placed on items providing incremental prediction over general negative affect as measured by the MPQ Stress Reaction scale. The final 19 items were drawn from the MPQ Stress Reaction, Alienation, Control, Aggression, Well-Being, and Absorption scales. In the undergraduate sample, MBPD scores were strongly correlated (r ϭ .80) with scores on the Personality Assessment InventoryBorderline scale (PAI-BOR; Morey, 1991) . In the substance user sample, MBPD scores were strongly correlated with the self-report Inventory for Interpersonal Problems-BPD scale (r ϭ .60; Lejuez et al., 2003; Pilkonis, Yookung, Proietti, & Barkham, 1996) , and with a DSM-IV interview-based diagnosis of BPD (r ϭ .65). The association between MBPD scores and the self-report and diagnostic BPD scales did not differ by gender, suggesting MBPD scores assess the same construct in males and females. Table 6 ). This path shows the regression effect of CA on BPD traits after adjusting for EXT. The same model is used to adjust for the effect of INT or INT-EXT. CA ϭ Childhood abuse; BPD ϭ Borderline personality disorder traits; A ϭ additive genetic influences; C ϭ shared environmental influences; E ϭ nonshared environmental influences. Bornovalova et al. (2011) also examined the association between MBPD scores and external criterion variables in the community and drug user samples, as well as a sample of male and female prisoners. As evidence of convergent validity, MBPD scores were associated with several known correlates of BPD including history of traumatic exposure (r ϭ .27), symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder (r ϭ .56), and measures of antisocial behavior (rs ϭ .19 -.42), internalizing distress (rs ϭ .31-.48), and drug/alcohol use severity (rs ϭ .25-.42). MBPD scores also exhibited incremental validity over MPQ Negative Emotionality scores in predicting these external criterion variables. MBPD scores also exhibited theoretically coherent associations with multiple measures tapping the normal-range personality constructs of negative affect (rs ϭ .47-.64), positive affect (r ϭ Ϫ.39), and disinhibition (rs ϭ .26 -.32). Internal consistency was high across the five study samples (␣ ϭ .81 to.83). MBPD scores also exhibited adequate discriminant validity: MBPD scores exhibited stronger correlations with interview-based symptoms BPD than symptoms of adult antisocial behavior, conduct disorder, and self-reported depressive symptoms. Similarly, in a sample of male and female prisoners, MBPD scores showed higher correlations with a regression-estimated PAI-BOR scale than with interview-based symptoms of conduct disorder and adult antisocial behavior.
To further assuage any concerns about the MBPD, we conducted supplementary analyses utilizing data from the ongoing age-20 assessment (N ϭ 127) of the MTFS Enrichment Sample, a separate cohort of twins that lags the original MTFS (Keyes et al., 2009) . Participants completed both the PAI-BOR and the BPD section of the Structured Interview for DSM-IV Personality Disorders (Pfohl, Blum, & Zimmerman, 1997) , and were assessed for symptoms of adult antisocial behavior and major depressive disorder using modified version of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R (SCID-II, Spitzer, Williams, Gibbons, & First, 1987) . MBPD scores at age 17 were strongly related to total BPD DSM-IV symptoms (r ϭ .48) and PAI-BOR scores (r ϭ .56) at age 20. After correcting for attenuation due to measurement error (Spearman, 1987) using the 3-year stability of MBPD scores (r ϭ .63; Bornovalova et al., 2009) , the correlations with MBPD scores increased to .66 with BPD symptoms and .89 with PAI-BOR scores. The slightly smaller correlation with BPD symptoms is due to the differences in method of assessment (interview vs. questionnaire). In support of its discriminant validity, MBPD scores were significantly but less strongly related to symptoms of adult antisocial behavior (r ϭ .35) and major depressive disorder (r ϭ .17).
Exposure to emotional, physical, and sexual abuse. Table  1 provides the assessment schedule of what participants received at which time point. At ages 20, 24, and 29, participants completed the Trauma Assessment for Adults (TAA; Resnick, Falsetti, Kilpatrick, & Freedy, 1966) , an interview to assess traumatic life events related to posttraumatic stress disorder. Questions on the TAA were preceded by the statement, "Some people experience unwanted sexual advances in their lives. This can come from multiple sources: strangers, a friend, a date, or a family member. Not everyone reports these experiences to family, friends, or the police. These types of experiences might happen in any time in a person's life, including when a person is a child. We would like to know if you have experienced unwanted sexual advances that involved sexual contact. This means any contact between your genitals, breasts or anus and someone else or between their genitals, breasts or anus and you." After this statement, the TAA asks two questions about sexual abuse: whether the participant has ever had sexual contact with anyone five or more years older than him/her before age 13, and whether anyone (friend, relative, etc.) ever used pressure, force, or physical threats to make the participant engage in some sort of unwanted sexual contact.
1
For female participants in both the 11-and 17-year-old cohorts and males in the younger cohort only, the TAA was supplemented by the Childhood Experiences Questionnaire (CEQ), a 26-item inventory with items adapted from the Childhood Life Events Interview (Sher, Gershuny, Peterson, & Raskin, 1997) , the Colorado Adolescent Rearing Interview (Crowley, Mikulich, Ehlers, Hall, & Whitmore, 2003) , and the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (Bernstein et al., 2003) . The CEQ was administered at ages 24 and 29 and included a detailed retrospective report of sexual abuse occurring before age 18 (7 items including genital fondling and vaginal or anal intercourse). The age-18 definition is consistent with ones used in other studies (Dinwiddie et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 1999; Nelson et al., 2002; Silverman et al., 1996) . The CEQ also includes a retrospective report of harsh discipline (2-items; hit with a hand or fist more than once, hit with an object more than once), physical abuse (2-items; hit with a weapon; kicking, biting, or burning), and emotional abuse (6-items including insult, ridicule, humiliation, tormenting with scary things) occurring before age 18. For male twins in the older cohort, harsh discipline only was assessed as part of a larger social adjustment interview completed at age 20, in which participants were asked whether typical discipline while growing up included being "hit in the face" or "hit with an object." There was good agreement between TAA-and the CEQ-reported sexual abuse (tetrachoric r ϭ .90, ϭ .63).
Finally, participants reported the age at which the abuse first occurred on both the TAA and the CEQ. We defined sexual abuse to include any endorsement of sexual exploitation occurring before age 18. Physical abuse was defined as any report of either harsh discipline or physical maltreatment occurring before age 18. Emotional abuse was defined as any endorsement of emotional cruelty occurring before age 18. All types of CA were coded dichotomously (0 ϭ absent, 1 ϭ present). Participants were classified as having CA if they reported CA on any of the three measures described above. Based on this definition, 27.5% of the sample was exposed to any CA; 16.1% were exposed to emotional CA; 19.0% exposed to physical CA; and 7.3% exposed to sexual CA (See Table 3 for prevalence rates across gender). These rates are consistent with estimates from large representative samples (Hanson et al., 2006; MacMillan et al., 1997; Scher, Forde, McQuaid, & Stein, 2004) . Additionally, preliminary analyses of our data indicated that all abuse indices were related significantly to adult antisocial behavior, alcohol and nicotine dependence, and major depression symptoms in both males and females at age 24, providing evidence for the validity of the CA indices (Derringer, Krueger, Irons, & Iacono, 2010) .
EXT and INT symptoms. EXT and INT were assessed at the intake assessment (age 11 for the younger cohort, age 17 for the older cohort) via a combination of interview and self-report measures that were administered to the twins, their mothers, and teachers. Trained interviewers with either a bachelor's or a master's degree in psychology administered structured interviews to twins and mothers. Twins were assessed for attention deficit/ hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, major depressive disorder, separation anxiety disorder (younger cohort only) and social phobia and specific phobia (older cohort only) using the Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents-Revised (DICA-R; Reich & Welner, 1988 ) and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-III-R (Spitzer, Williams, Gibbons, & First, 1992) . Mothers also reported on symptoms present in their children using the parent version of the DICA. We also administered a supplemental psychiatric onset section, in which both the mother and twin were queried about the onset of each symptom, allowing us to examine the effect of INT and EXT symptoms that preceded versus followed CA. A "best-estimate" approach was taken such that a symptom was considered present if reported by either the mother or twin. An established diagnostic consensus procedure was used to optimize the likely accuracy of symptom assignment, yielding kappa reliabilities of .71 or greater for all the disorders assessed. Finally, up to 3 teachers completed ratings of childhood disruptive behavior disorders and internalizing distress (anxious, moody, and dysthymic temperament) using the Teacher Rating Form (Sherman, McGue, & Iacono, 1997) . If multiple teacher ratings were available, the mean of the teacher ratings was used. The state of Minnesota has a policy of placing members of a twin pair in separate classrooms whenever possible, which should minimize any bias due to twin contrast or comparison on the teacher ratings.
Similar to many previous studies (Achenbach, McConaughy, & Howell, 1987; Burt, McGue, Krueger, & Iacono, 2005b; Sherman et al., 1997) , the cross-informant correlations hovered around .3 (mean interinformant r ϭ .29). While it is possible that findings might differ as a function of informant, previous studies indicate that each type of informant contributes a considerable amount of valid information not contributed by other informants, allowing for a more complete assessment of psychopathology (Achenbach et al., 1987; Burt et al., 2001) . Thus, an EXT composite was calculated using the mean z-score of best-estimate symptom counts and teacher ratings of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, and oppositional defiant disorder. For the younger cohort, INT was calculated as the mean z-score of symptoms of major depressive disorder and separation anxiety disorder and the teacher rating of internalizing distress. For the older cohort, INT was the mean z-score of symptoms of major depressive disorder, social phobia and simple phobia (currently known as specific phobia) and the teacher rating of internalizing distress. Finally, we computed a score that reflected the combined effect of INT and EXT (termed INT-EXT).
2 In this case, we summed across individual mean-zscored childhood disorders. Using procedures similar to those used here, past work with this sample has documented the high reliability and construct validity of INT and EXT (Bornovalova et al., 2010; Burt et al., 2003; Burt, McGue, Iacono, & Krueger, 2006; Burt et al., 2005a Burt et al., , 2005b Hicks, South, DiRago, Iacono, & McGue, 2009; Walden, McGue, Iacono, Burt, & Elkins, 2004) .
Phenotypic Analyses: Main Effects and Interactions
For our initial analyses, we examined the phenotypic associations between CA, BPD, and INT, EXT and INT-EXT using correlation and regression analysis. First, we examined the CA-BPD association by fitting a regression model that included the effects of CA and Sex in the full sample and separately by gender (in order to test if the effect of CA on BPD trait variables differed for males and females). If the regression weights of CA on BPD traits were significantly different for males and females, discordant twin and biometric models would be computed separately by gender. Next, we tested the CA ϫ INT, CA ϫ EXT, and CA ϫ INT-EXT interactions, examining if those with high levels of INT, EXT, or INT-EXT who were exposed to CA exhibited greater levels BPD traits in adulthood. Analyses were conducted for each type of abuse (emotional, physical, and sexual), and any type of CA. For all analyses we used PROC MIXED in SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc, 2008) that adjusts all statistics for the correlated twin observations. 2 We also considered utilizing a variable reflecting the interaction between INT and EXT in the genetically-informed analyses. However, preliminary phenotypic analyses indicated that the INT ϫ EXT interaction term is not related to BPD traits (neither in the full sample nor in males or females when examined separately). As such, we focused on the additive effect of INT and EXT in all analyses. Combining the two variables also yields more power to the phenotypic and biometric mediation analyses than using INT and EXT variables separately. Note. FU ϭ follow-up; MBPD ϭ Minnesota Borderline Personality Disorder Scale; INT ϭ internalizing psychopathology; EXT ϭ externalizing psychopathology; TAA ϭ trauma assessment for adults; SocAdj ϭ social adjustment interview; CEQ ϭ childhood experiences questionnaire.
Discordant Twin Analysis
A mixed-level regression framework (Begg & Parides, 2003; McGue et al., 2010) predicting BPD traits was used to investigate whether the association between CA and BPD was consistent a causal effect. In the discordant-twin analysis, the regression of BPD traits on CA is decomposed into a within pair effect and a between pair effect (Begg & Parides, 2003) , with zygosity as a moderator. The CA W or within-pair effect gives the difference in outcome for the members of a twin pair who are discordant for CA. The within-pair effect is the main interest of this study as it measures the similarity in BPD among twins discordant for CA. All twins were included in the regression analysis regardless of concordance status to estimate both between-pair effects (for which both discordant and concordant pairs are informative) as well as within-pair effects (for which only the discordant pairs are informative). Number of discordant twin pairs by each CA type and by zygosity is presented in Table 2 .
For each type of CA, we fit a series of mixed-level regression models using PROC MIXED in SAS. Specifically, we tested whether the twin who experienced CA had higher levels of BPD traits than the non-CA twin after controlling for gender and cohort. Next, if there were significant CA ϫ INT, CA ϫ EXT, or CA ϫ INT-EXT interactions in the phenotypic models, we fit the CA W ϫ INT, CA W ϫ EXT, or CA W ϫ INT-EXT in the genetically informed discordant twin models (see Huibregtse et al., 2011 for an example of this approach).
Biometric Modeling
Standard biometric models were used to examine the influence of additive genetic, shared environmental, and nonshared environmental influences on all variables of interest. The additive genetic component (a 2 ) refers to the additive effect of individual genes summed over loci on trait variance. Genetic influences are inferred if the MZ correlation is greater than the DZ correlation for a given trait. Shared environmental (c 2 ) effects refer to environmental influences that increase similarity between members of a twin pair. Shared environmental effects are inferred if the DZ correlation is more than 1 ⁄2 the MZ correlation. Nonshared environmental (e 2 ) effects refer to environmental factors that contribute to differences between members of a twin pair and are inferred when the MZ correlation is less than 1. Measurement error is also included in the estimate of e 2 . Next, we estimated the extent to which genetic and environmental influences on CA also influenced BPD traits. To do so, we fit a series of bivariate Cholesky decompositions to CA and BPD that parse both the variance of each phenotype and the covariance between phenotypes into their respective genetic and environmental components (Neale & Cardon, 1992) . Specifically, we decomposed the standardized coefficient in the regression of BPD traits on each form of CA into their constituent genetic and environmental components. Subsequently, we tested whether genetic and environmental risk in INT, EXT, or INT-EXT could account for the association between CA and BPD traits. To do so, we fit a series of three-variable Cholesky decomposition models to INT, EXT, or INT-EXT, CA, and BPD traits (see Figure 1 for visual representation). If INT, EXT, or INT-EXT contributes to both CA and BPD, then the CA-BPD genetic and environmental regression coefficient should be reduced in these models. The difference in the parameters accounting for the CA-BPD association from before to after accounting for INT and EXT or their joint effect allowed us to examine the degree to which these variables account for genetic and environmental overlap between CA and BPD. All biometric analyses were conducted using the computer program Mx (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2002) .
Results

Preliminary Analyses: Conceptual Distinction Between INT, EXT, and Adult BPD Traits
First, we conducted several analyses to ensure conceptual distinctions between INT and EXT and adult BPD. First, we focused on INT and EXT symptoms that generally onset in childhood. These behaviors do not overlap with the diagnostic criteria for BPD (American Psychological Association, 1994; American Psychiatric Association, 2000) or the MBPD scale. Second, we found that the average age of first EXT and INT symptom was 7.03 (SD ϭ 3.91) years and 8.21 (SD ϭ 4.31) years, respectively. Ninety-two percent of those reporting any EXT behaviors and 70% of those reporting INT behaviors reported the expression of earliest symptom prior to age 12.
3 Finally, as shown in Table 3 , INT and EXT showed relatively modest correlations with BPD at age 24. All of these factors indicate INT and EXT can be clearly be adequately distinguished from BPD traits in this sample.
Preliminary Analyses: Cohort Effects
To rule out cohort effects, we first examined cohort differences in the effects of CA on BPD traits by cohort. The effects of CA on BPD traits did not differ by cohort for overall CA, B (SE) ϭ .07 (.09), p ϭ .47; emotional CA, .02 (.13), p ϭ .86; physical CA, .05 (.12), p ϭ .63; or sexual CA, .08 (.16), p ϭ .62. Moreover, there were no differences in mean BPD levels between cohorts, mean (SD) ϭ 35.72 (7.62) versus 36.01 (7.98) for the 11-year old and 17-year old cohorts, respectively, B (SE) ϭ Ϫ0.04 (.05), p ϭ .40. There were also no cohort differences in the rates of any CA, 26.2% versus 29.0% for 11-year-old and 17-year old cohorts, respectively, B (SE) ϭ Ϫ0.14 (.10), p ϭ .17; or physical CA, 17.4% versus 20.8%, B (SE) ϭ Ϫ0.21 (.12), p ϭ .09. However, the older cohort reported higher frequencies of emotional, 14.1% versus 20.1%, B (SE) ϭ Ϫ0.42 (.15), p Ͻ .01; and sexual, 5.3% versus 9.8%, B (SE) ϭ Ϫ0.67 (.17), p Ͻ .001] CA. To be conservative, we controlled for cohort status in all of the following analyses.
Phenotypic Analyses: Main Effects and Interactions
Pearson, biserial and tetrachoric correlations among the variables of interest indicated that all types of CA were modestly related to BPD (see Table 2 ). Additionally, BPD and all types of CA were moderately related to INT, EXT, and INT-EXT. Finally, all types of CA were moderately interrelated.
Next, we tested if there were any curvilinear trends that might suggest that the CA-BPD association changes at very high levels of BPD. To do so, we fit a series of regression models that included gender, cohort, the centered linear BPD traits term and a centered quadratic BPD traits term as predictor variables and various abuse types as criterion variables. Results failed to indicate any quadratic effects of BPD in the overall sample. Examining males and females separately also failed to yield quadratic effects of BPD on CA. This indicates that the relationship between BPD traits and CA functions on a dose-response relationship, such that as BPD traits increase in severity, the probability of abuse increases. 4 Third, we estimated the main effects of CA, Sex, and the CA ϫ Sex, CA ϫ INT, CA ϫ EXT, and CA ϫ INT-EXT interactions in a series of mixed-level regressions (see Table 4 ). Each type of CA had a significant effect on BPD traits, such that exposed individuals showed more BPD traits than the nonexposed individuals. Gender was also a significant predictor of BPD. Surprisingly, men reported slightly more BPD traits than women, though this difference was small (d ϭ .17). Next, we entered INT and INT ϫ CA effects (the EXT and EXT ϫ CA and INT-EXT and INT-EXT ϫ CA effects were entered in separate models) into the regression model. INT, EXT, and INT-EXT had significant effects on BPD traits. Moreover, Sobel tests (Sobel, 1982) indicated that INT, EXT, or INT-EXT mediated the relationship between CA and BPD traits in 27 of 30 models, with full mediation in 13 models (effect of CA dropped to nonsignificance; Baron & Kenny, 1986 ). This suggests that INT, EXT, and their combination contribute importantly to the relationship between BPD traits and physical and sexual CA. However, none of the CA ϫ Sex interactions were significant; therefore, the CA ϫ Sex interaction term was excluded from any additional regression models. Because the CA ϫ INT, CA ϫ EXT, and CA ϫ INT-EXT interaction effects did not reach significance at the phenotypic level, we do not present tests for these effects in the discordant twin analyses.
5
Discordant Twin Models
We fit discordant twin models to compare the effects of CA on BPD traits within MZ and DZ pairs. The results for the models testing the effect of CA are shown in Figure 2 . First, all four MZ within-pair effects (CA W ) failed to reach statistical significance. This indicates that CA-affected and CA-nonaffected twins within an MZ pair did not differ significantly in BPD traits, regardless of the abuse category. The DZ within-pair effects were significant for any CA, emotional CA, and physical CA, but not sexual CAindicating that CA-affected and CA-nonaffected DZ twins differed significantly in BPD traits for three of the four types of CA. The fact that the MZ effects were nonsignificant but the DZ effects were is consistent with genetic mediation effect of the CA-BPD association. In the case of sexual CA, both the MZ and DZ within-pair effects were nonsignificant; however, the DZ effect was considerably larger than the MZ effect-a pattern also consistent with genetic influences. Table 5 presents the twin correlations and estimates of genetic and environmental contributions to the BPD traits and CA. BPD evidenced moderate heritability, a small and nonsignificant effect of shared environment, and large nonshared environmental effects. INT, EXT, and INT-EXT showed a moderate-to-large influence of genetic factors and a small influence of shared and nonshared environmental factors (shared environmental effects were not significant for INT or INT-EXT). All types of CA showed small but significant genetic effects, moderate to large shared environmental influences, and moderate and significant nonshared environmental influences. 6 Our results are consistent with previous reports on the heritability of BPD, CA, and INT and EXT (Bornovalova et al., 2009; Distel et al., 2008; Hussey et al., 2006; Schulz-Heik et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2002; Torgersen et al., 2008) . Notably, although there was no CA ϫ Sex interaction on BPD traits, results were unchanged when we reran the discordant and biometric analyses separately for male and female twins.
Biometric Modeling
Genetic and environmental influences on covariation between CA and BPD. Table 6 presents the genetic and nonshared environmental influences on BPD and CA. Notably, all shared environmental influences common to both BPD and CA were dropped. This resulted in significant improvements in model fit as indexed by changes in the Bayesian Information Criterion (Raftery, 1995) . There were moderate to large genetic effects on the association between each type of CA and BPD traits. These results are consistent with those from the discordant twin models that also suggested genetic effects on the CA-BPD relationship. 4 An additional reason to use a dimensional measure of BPD comes from previous work showing that BPD is best thought of as a dimensional construct (Edens, Marcus, & Ruiz, 2008) . Also, dimensional measures of personality disorders possess substantially greater statistical power than categorical measures (Markon, Chmielewski, & Miller, 2011) .
5 Nevertheless, even when tested, all discordant twin models failed to show a within-pair ϫ INT, within-pair ϫ EXT, or within-pair ϫ INT-EXT effect. 6 Estimates obtained using the three-variable Cholesky decomposition. Note. CA ϭ childhood abuse; MZ ϭ monozygotic; DZ ϭ dizygotic.
The nonshared environmental effects were all small but significant; however, these effects were negative for sexual CA.
Genetic and environmental influences on covariation between abuse and BPD after adjusting for INT, EXT, and INT-EXT.
Results of three-variable Cholesky models examining the effects of all types of CA on BPD traits after adjusting for EXT, INT, and INT-EXT are presented in Table 6 . After adjusting for EXT, there were small reductions in the genetic overlap between any CA and sexual CA and BPD traits. The genetic effect of emotional CA on BPD remained almost entirely unchanged, as did all nonshared environmental effects. Finally, the effect of physical CA on BPD traits had a moderate reduction to nonsignificance.
After adjusting for INT, there was a slight drop in the genetic effects for any CA and emotional CA, and a moderate drop for physical CA. Moreover, the genetic influence of physical CA on BPD traits dropped to nonsignificance after accounting for INT. The genetic influence of sexual CA on BPD traits did not change after adjusting for INT. Finally, the nonshared environmental influences of all CA types on BPD traits showed little change after accounting for INT.
Finally, after adjusting for INT-EXT, there were small reductions in the genetic effects of any CA and sexual CA on BPD traits; a negligible reduction in the genetic effect of emotional CA on BPD traits; and a large drop for physical CA. Also, the genetic influence of physical CA on BPD traits dropped to nonsignificance. Finally, the nonshared environmental influences of all types of CA on BPD traits showed little change after accounting for INT-EXT. These results indicate that INT, EXT, and INT-EXT do not account for much of the genetic relationship between any, emotional, and sexual CA and BPD traits. Instead, there are common genetic risk for BPD traits and CA that are independent of INT or EXT. However, INT, EXT, and their joint effect account for nearly all the common genetic risk factors contributing to both physical CA and BPD traits.
More Restrictive Tests of the CA and BPD Relationship
We also fit more restrictive models to test if the influence of CA on BPD traits is consistent with a causal model. Because sample size showed some drop-off in these subsample analyses, they had less power to address the aims of the study (although they were sufficiently powered to detect a moderate effect size). Nevertheless, in each analysis, the pattern of results supported the findings obtained with the full sample.
First, several studies suggest that the age of onset of CA is inversely related to BPD symptoms (McLean & Gallop, 2003; Yen et al., 2002; Zanarini et al., 2002) . Thus, we repeated the analyses with CA categorized as "before age 13", and then, as "before age 7"-a definition used previously (McLean & Gallop, 2003) . The "before age 13" analysis included 170 discordant MZ twin pairs and 117 discordant DZ pairs (with 20.6% of the sample reporting any abuse). The "before age 7" analysis included 156 discordant MZ twin pairs and 100 discordant DZ pairs (with 16.9% of the sample reporting any abuse). The pattern of results was identical to those for the full sample. Specifically, all MZ within-pair effects were nonsignificant and the nonshared environmental correlations were small and/or nonsignificant. Additionally, we considered that the interaction model is a "diathesis-stress" model only when the diathesis comes before CA. Thus, we reran the analyses including only individuals who reported that their youngest onset of INT or EXT symptoms preceded the earliest occurrence of abuse. Again, the pattern of results was identical to the findings reported for the full sample.
Discussion
We examined the mechanisms underlying the relationship between emotional, physical, and sexual CA and BPD traits by testing 3 models. First, we tested if the effects of CA on BPD traits were direct and consistent with a causal relationship (direct causal model). Second, we tested if CA influences BPD traits only in combination with INT, EXT, or pooled INT and EXT symptoms (diathesis-stress model). Finally, we tested an alternative model that the CA-BPD association is better accounted for by common genetic risk factors (genetic mediation model). Within this latter model, we tested if INT, EXT, or additive INT and EXT psychopathology could account for genetic or environmental influences common to CA and BPD. Using two genetically informed methods (discordant twin design and the modeling of genetic and nonshared environmental associations), we were able to begin to disentangle these competing hypotheses.
First, consistent with previous work (Carlson et al., 2009; Golier et al., 2003; Trull, 2001; Zanarini et al., 2002) , we found evidence for the interrelationship of all our key variables. It is important to note that the relationship between all types of CA and BPD was Sex was coded as 1 (male) and 2 (female). Significance of sex differences was tested by comparing regression coefficients between males and females. This provides a contrast z value. If z value was higher than 2.58 (two-tailed significance at .01 level), this would be evidence for significant sex differences. Because the effect of CA on BPD traits failed to come out in the initial model (Effect of CA Alone), we did not consider it in the analyses that consider INT and EXT. b The significance of mediation of the CA-BPD association by INT, EXT, or INT-EXT was tested using the Sobel test (Sobel, 1982) which provides a critical z value. If the z value was higher than 2.58 (two-tailed significance at .01 level), mediation was considered significant. Mediation was tested only if there was a univariate effect of CA in the first model; otherwise, denoted as N/A (see Baron & Kenny, 1986) .
‫ء‬
Significance level was set to p Ͻ .01 due to multiple tests.
linear (rather than quadratic), indicating that as BPD traits increase, so does the probability of CA. This is consistent with previous studies indicating that BPD is best conceptualized as a dimensional construct (Edens et al., 2008; Rothschild, Cleland, Haslam, & Zimmerman, 2003; Trull, Widiger, Lynam, & Costa, 2003; Wilberg, Urnes, Friis, Pedersen, & Karterud, 1999) . Next, we failed to find evidence for any of the CA ϫ INT, CA ϫ EXT, or CA ϫ INT-EXT interactions. This argues against the idea that CA has an especially strong effect on BPD among those with an INT and EXT vulnerability, or even among those with both INT and EXT problems. Next, discordant twin analyses found that MZ twins discordant for CA were similar in BPD traits, but discordant DZ twins differed significantly. This pattern of results suggests that the association between CA and BPD traits is likely mediated by common genetic factors. Stated otherwise, our data are inconsistent with either a direct causal or a diathesis-stress model. Rather, they are consistent with the genetic mediation model. Biometric analysis provided corroborating evidence for genetic mediation effects in the association between CA and BPD. First, although CA is generally thought of as a purely environmental effect, our results suggest that genetic effects accounted for a small but statistically significant amount of variance in CA-a result consistent with other investigations (Bemmels, Burt, Legrand, Iacono, & McGue, 2008; Distel et al., 2011; Schulz-Heik et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2002; Thapar, Harold, & McGuffin, 1998; Thapar & McGuffin, 1996 ; but see Jaffee & Price, 2007 , for contradictory findings). And, though the genetic effect on CA was modest, genetic factors accounted for most the association between BPD and CA. These results are consistent with a recent study (Distel et al., 2011) reporting that BPD had moderate genetic and small (and in some cases nonsignificant) nonshared environmental correlations with adult violent assault, adult sexual assault, robbery, divorce, and job loss. Thus, both our and the Distel et al. (2011) results provide evidence that the association between exposure to traumatic events and BPD may be better accounted for by common genetic influences rather than the former causally influencing the latter.
Finally, the current results indicated that, by and large, controlling for INT, EXT, or INT-EXT had little if any effect on the genetic overlap between BPD and any, emotional, or sexual CA. In Figure 2 . Within-twin-pair differences in BPD trait scores for pairs discordant for child abuse. The BPD index was z-scored, and unstandardized regression weights, B (SE), are presented above the bar. CA ϭ Childhood abuse; BPD ϭ Borderline personality disorder traits. (Plomin, DeFries, & Loehlin, 1977; Scarr & McCartney, 1983) . In the case of a passive geneenvironment correlation, parents transmit their genotype to their offspring as well as help create that offspring's rearing environment. As applied to the relationship between physical abuse and BPD, a child who shares a genetic predisposition to impulsivity, aggression or negative emotionality with his or her parents is also more likely to be reared in a hostile and abusive family environment. In the case of an evocative gene-environmental correlation, an individual's genotype elicits specific responses from others. For example, a child's genetic disposition toward behavioral disinhibition or oppositionality may elicit physical aggression from the parents. Similarly, a child's genetic predisposition to depression or anxiety may place greater demand on the parents' coping resources, thereby reducing patience and increasing frustration. The possibility of gene-environment correlations is also a likely explanation for the genetic overlap between sexual and emotional abuse with BPD traits. However, the actual vulnerability factor that accounts for the genetic overlap in these cases remains unknown.
Several lines of research may be useful to understand what processes account for the genetic overlap among CA and BPD. First, it is necessary to identify the developmental precursors to BPD in childhood and adolescence. For instance, one might test what childhood and adolescent manifestations of INT and EXT are related to adult BPD. Also, one might test if factors not tested in the current study-such as the inability to withstand psychological distress, difficulties in interpersonal situations, or emotionregulatory skills might be developmental precursors to BPD. Identifying additional developmental precursors might also assist in identifying the factors that account for the genetic overlap between BPD and sexual and emotional CA. Once the developmental trajectory of BPD is established, it may be worthwhile exploring how gene-environment correlations play out at different developmental stages. Both biometric modeling and experimental studies would be useful explorations into this hypothesized relationship. For example, one might test if particular characteristics are more evocative of maladaptive parenting responses at one age versus another. Additionally, observations of parent-offspring interactions in childhood and adolescence could provide tests of evocative gene-environment correlations. Finally, exploring the predisposition to engage in maladaptive parenting among parents with underlying vulnerabilities may provide evidence for a passive gene-environment correlation.
Beyond research implications, our study has several implications for BPD prevention. First, we emphasize that the results do not support the idea that CA is inevitable, justified, or without harm. Along with the subjective trauma of experiencing abuse, CA is linked with multiple mental and physical health consequences (Hussey, Chang, & Kotch, 2006; Irish, Kobayashi, & Delahanty, 2010; Springer, Sheridan, Kuo, & Carnes, 2007) . And, as we note in the results, the nonshared environmental overlap between CA and BPD was significant (albeit small) for any, emotional, and physical CA, suggesting that there might be very small causal effects of CA on BPD. Thus, increasing prevention efforts for childhood abuse will be undoubtedly beneficial. However, the current data also suggests that targeting maladaptive behaviors associated with preexisting vulnerabilities (while simultaneously targeting maladaptive parenting or parental psychopathology) may be successful in preventing the development of later BPD. The current study has several limitations. First, the study used a sample of mostly Caucasian twins. Second, the retrospective reporting of CA with no independent corroboration could have introduced a retrospective bias. Third, we examined a number of abuse subcategories (i.e., emotional, physical, and sexual). However, follow-up studies may also consider other subcategories including perpetrator type (e.g., biological vs. nonbiological perpetrator; sex of perpetrator) and the characteristics of abuse itself (e.g., genital vs. nongenital contact in sexual abuse; duration, frequency, and psychological impact of abuse). Fourth, the current study used a self-report questionnaire to measure BPD traits. Future studies would benefit from the use of a multiassessment, multiinformer design, as previous work suggests that different assessment methods and informants provide unique information about BPD traits (Hopwood et al., 2008; Oltmanns & Turkheimer, 2009) . Fifth, measures of CA were obtained from several different instruments and at several time points rather than using one standard measure. On the other hand, the multiple assessment instruments administered at multiple time points are a strength and limitation. Specifically, rather than relying on one instrument, the multiple measures and multiple time points provide convergent validity data for our assessment of CA. Finally, although less of a limitation than a future direction, it is important to cross-validate the current findings by replicating our study in larger and/or separate datasets that use different measures of CA and BPD characteristics to assure that the current findings are not a function of sample or measurement.
Despite these caveats, the current research has utilized a series of powerful methods testing the nature of the CA-BPD relationship, and the results are compelling. Future research can extend these findings by providing insight into the factors that do causally contribute to BPD, which can then be used to inform the design of interventions that ultimately reduce the suffering associated with this form of psychopathology.
